Disabled buttons fetched by ajax are still working.

Related issues:
Related to Foreman - Bug #27831: Disabled buttons are still working

Associated revisions
Revision 01e031f1 - 09/19/2019 10:27 AM - Ondřej Ezr
Fixes #27881 - disabled buttons (#7049)

Revision 6788e3df - 09/24/2019 08:31 AM - Ron Lavi
Fixes #27881 - fix jQuery disabled buttons listener

History
#1 - 09/18/2019 01:46 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Related to Bug #27831: Disabled buttons are still working added

#2 - 09/18/2019 01:51 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7049 added

#3 - 09/19/2019 10:27 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 1.24.0 added

#4 - 09/19/2019 11:01 AM - Ondřej Ezr
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 01e031f11cd14d45d74a3aa3ec47a286ca0351ce.

#5 - 09/24/2019 07:23 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7063 added

#6 - 10/24/2019 11:57 AM - Amit Upadhye
- Category set to JavaScript stack